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Abstract  

We evaluated how language and cognitive systems associated to 
inhibitory control and conflict adaptation in reactive control tasks 
interacted using machine-learning approaches. In order to determine 
whether bilingual experience interacted with inhibitory control, we 
constructed theoretically motivated candidate models of the Simon and 
Number Stroop task data (N= 777 adult bilinguals, ages 18–43, living in 
Montréal, Canada). These models included two types of conflict 
adaptation: shorter term sequential congruency effects and longer 
term trial order effects. Models that included ongoing features of bilingual 
experience gave accurate predictions of novel, unmodeled data. Mixed 
language usage specifically indicated the change in trial order during 
disagreement. Numerical Stroop, which overtly incorporates 
linguistic or symbolic information and has substantially higher language- 
and response-related uncertainty, is the only task where this effect 
was observed. 
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Introduction 
Language outcomes, linguistic control, and executive control all change as 
a result of regular multilingualism. The benefits of optimal cognitive 
training that should transfer to nonlinguistic domains are best 
demonstrated by bilingual experience. It is demanding, ongoing 
throughout life, and sociocultural pertinent. Yet, there are conflicting 
empirical findings about the relationship between linguistic experience 
and executive function, raising concerns about the reliability of 
scientific methods, cross-system transfer, and ongoing epistemological 
challenges. 

An essential component of bilingual control, immediate interference 
suppression, is also used to handle conflict reactively. So, whether cognitive  

Models of reactive inhibitory control are structured similarly remains an 
unanswered subject. Simon Arrows and Number Stroop are two classic 
tests 

for reactive control. These tasks measure conflict monitoring and 
adaptability, but they are different in two aspects, which cause 
Number Stroop to have higher language- and response-related uncertainty. 
First off, only Number Stroop uses numeric symbols to express competing 
linguistic representations. For bilinguals who face cross-language 
competition for standardized number labels, this confusion might be 
amplified. Second, response uncertainty is increased by Number 
Stroop's four more answer alternatives over Simon Arrows' two. It's 
possible that the increased language- and response-related ambiguity 
more accurately represents the control demands faced by bilinguals. 

To determine if individual differences in bilingual experience give signal in 
predicting out-of-sample data beyond task information, we 
modelled reactive inhibitory control performance. This gave us the chance 
to test two broad theoretical hypotheses that had different views on the 
interaction between language and cognitive systems. With a sizable 
sample of bilinguals, we modelled Simon Arrows and Number Stroop 
data. Both tasks assessed conflict adaptation and reactive inhibitory 
control, but they were different in terms of language- and response-
related uncertainty. Number Stroop has more uncertainty, which may 
more closely mimic the control demands faced by bilinguals. 

We demonstrated inhibitory control involvement at the group level in 
both tasks via typical conflict effects. Trials that were incongruent were 
slower and less accurate than ones that were congruent. In both tasks, 
we saw conflict adaptability. Sequential congruency effects were 
observed in RTs and accuracy in Simon Arrows, as well as accuracy in 
Number Stroop. Conflict effects were smaller following incongruent 
trials than after congruent trials, indicating an increase in control 
demands from previous conflict or carryover from previous control 
application. Conflict impacts were also lower at the conclusion of the 
work (an effect limited to Simon Arrows RTs), indicating conflict 
management adjustments. 

Individual variations in multilingual experience, crucially, affected 
performance linked to long-term adaptations. In Simon Arrows and 
Number Stroop, we discovered significant worldwide speed benefits 
related with multilingual expertise. Participants with more L2 exposure 
were quicker on all trial types in Simon Arrows than persons with lower L2 
exposure. Number Stroop revealed a compatible impact as a result of 
combination usage. Both effects were cross-validated, indicating that they 
are resilient and predictive of fresh data, as well as applicable to reactive 
control models. Despite the fact that this experiment did not directly 
compare monolingual vs bilingual populations, the findings are 
consistent with earlier research on conflict monitoring in bilinguals and 
monolinguals. 

Crucially, the notion and findings that features of language usage 
may influence executive control capacities call into doubt the 
generalizability of a large number of research on diverse psychological 
dimensions that have been limited to group-level assessments of 
specific groups. When not carefully investigated, a prevalent assumption 
in the psychological sciences is that group-level results should 
generalize to all groups. Researchers might be more rigorous in the 
future, not just in terms of technique, but also in investigating the 
generalizability of our constructs to diverse groups. The discipline of 
bilingualism promotes iterative scientific discovery, in which theoretical 
viewpoints are revised in response to new facts. 
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